
 

MINUTES 

University Staff Congress 

12.17.18 

All members present with the following exceptions: 

EXCUSED ABSENT: J. Paulson (107), S. Basnet (139), L. Martinez (142), J. Santoyo-Zamora (144), C. 

Kaikuaana (150), G. Goplin (173), B. Molinar (176), C. DeMontigny (198), R. Kutz (185), A. Berry (191), J. 

Bodnar (195), D. Kuester (201), L. Ketterhagen (202) 

ABSENT: E. Steffen (105), R. Linley (130), E. Wiatrowski (145), D. Phuntsokrapten (143), J. Whitesel (147), 

T. Bresnahan (156), A. Ember (155), L. Martin (165)     

In addition, 12 Alternates were present. 

 

At 2:30PM, Vice Chancellor Heller noted that a quorum was present and called the meeting to order. 

Vice Chancellor Heller directed the attention of the Congress to the draft Minutes of the previous meeting. 

A motion was heard to approve the Minutes, as was a second. All in Favor. MOTION CARRIED. 

Vice Chancellor Heller paused to accept public comments. 

Ms. Susan Forrester thanked Mr. Bruce Goldade for his clarification of previous Congressional debates at 

the previous meeting of Congress. Ms. Forrester urged staff to participate in the Benefits Preference 

Survey. Ms. Forrester stated that she hoped the Congress would ask UW-System President Cross about 

incentives to retain Research Faculty.  

Vice Chancellor Heller provided a report to the Congress. Vice Chancellor Heller thanked the Staff for the 

role they played in a successful semester. Vice Chancellor Heller reported on the actions of the Board of 

Regents, including approving a proposal for a tuition increase for non-resident students and to support a 

3% pay plan which Governor-Elect Evers had previously indicated that he would support. 

Vice Chancellor Heller provided data on pay projections and noted he had previously made this 

presentation to the Central Committee. The charts used in the presentation showed who got raises and 

how much they were, with the average raise in University Staff being 5%. 

Representative of District 152 noted that there has been a significant turnover in University Staff and that 

the number of people who got raises also got a living wage increase as well as a differential and employees 

have been counted twice in some instances. 

Reply came that the observations were valid. 

Representative of District 152 stated that some large raises offset the mostly small ones when examining 

the total.   



Representative of District 142 expressed concern regarding allowing flexibility of hours in order to attend 

Congress meetings. 

Vice Chancellor Heller replied that a meeting had been held with certain principles to discuss access to 

meetings by 2nd and 3rd shift Congress Representatives and referred to the letter issued by Mr. David 

Darling to clarify specific points. 

Representative of District 142 stated that the provisions outlined in the letter were inadequate.  

Vice Chancellor Heller replied that he was willing to ask Mr. Darling to discuss the particulars directly with 

the employee. 

Representative of District 142 replied that they were hopeful that a solution could be found. 

Vice Chancellor Heller stated that he was willing to listen to other proposals, but until a new agreement 

was reached the policies remained in effect.  

Representative of District 142 stated that the result of the current policy will be that 2nd and 3rd shift 

Representatives will not be present at meetings and that requests for flexible hours should be 

accommodated.     

Vice Chancellor Heller replied that he was willing to discuss the details at a separate meeting. 

Representative of District 152 stated that in regard to participation rights of 2nd and 3rd shift employees 

he understood that other proposals beyond the letter of Mr. Darling were being examined. 

Mr. Patrick Sheehan of OHR noted that he was prepared to discuss with Mr. Darling what other options 

might be acceptable. 

Representative of District 122 noted that a 2nd/3rd Shift employee serving on a committee of University 

Staff shared governance is currently utilizing adjustment of hours in order to participate, and the 

remaining problems in regard to participation are due to one uncooperative supervisor.  

Vice Chancellor Heller reaffirmed the importance of participation and his commitment to it. 

Representative of District 166 asked for clarification regarding power point presentation. 

Vice Chancellor Heller replied that a copy will be distributed to the Congress via the Secretary and 

questions can be reported. The Vice Chancellor further clarified that in terms of ‘Bonus Awards’, those 

are one time payments to employees. 

Representative of District 185 noted that his observation is that Academic and Faculty appear to benefit 

more from base building raises. 

Vice Chancellor Heller responded that University Staff did well in size as it relates to bonuses and clarified 

that the Faculty don’t qualify for all the same compensation programs the University Staff do.  

Representative of District 185 stated that base building increases should be the priority. 

Representative of District 192 stated that it would be useful to staff considering moving to Academic Staff 

to have the information regarding compensation as it would be relevant to the choice they make. 



Vice Chancellor Heller noted that it is difficult to predict what trends will occur in particular Departments. 

Vice Chancellor Heller recognized Vice Provost Sims for the purpose of providing a report on the recent 

Diversity Forums. 

Vice Provost Sims provided an update on strategic priorities which included fostering a culture of 

engagement, identifying solutions to challenges, and development the next generation of thought 

leaders. Vice Provost Sims noted that 200 persons participated in the 2nd/3rd Shift forum and discussed 

the desire to find cost efficiency in translation services. 

Representative of District 152 thanked the Office of Vice Provost Sims for their participation in the 

Mexican Heritage event. The Representative also noted that he believed reasons for high staff turnover 

should be examined and cited work/life balance availability for low wage workers as a prime concern. 

Vice Provost Sims cited the need for career progression and acknowledged the need for work/life balance 

friendly policies. 

Representative of District 121 stated they participated in the Leadership Institute and had a positive 

experience they would recommend to others. 

Vice Provost Sims replied that plans are underway to scale up that particular program. Vice Provost Sims 

thanked the Congress for their invitation for him to appear. 

(applause heard in the hall) 

Vice Chancellor Heller recognized Mr. Bruce Goldade for the purpose of providing a report from the 

Bylaws Committee. 

Mr. Goldade reminded the Congress that the motions he would be making had been previously approved 

by Congress with greater than the necessary two thirds majority, but that a second round of approval was 

necessary to incorporate the proposals into the Bylaws. Mr. Goldade thanked Ms. Forrester for her 

comments in regard to the Bylaws Committee and wished everyone a happy upcoming holiday break. 

Mr. Goldade moved to approve Amendment 1, in regard to filing appeals. A second to the motion was 

heard. All in Favor. MOTION CARRIED. 

Mr. Goldade moved to approve Amendment 2, in regard to striking out language regarding the Impartial 

Hearing Panel Committee. A second to the motion was heard. All in Favor. MOTION CARRIED.         

Mr. Goldade moved to approve Amendment 3, in regard to appointments to the state wide shared 

governance group meetings. A second to the motion was heard. All in Favor. MOTION CARRIED.   

Vice Chancellor Heller recognized UW-System President, Ray Cross, for the purpose of providing a report. 

(applause heard in the hall) 

President Cross spoke in regard to how a divided State government might affect the future of the 

University, noting that Governor-Elect Evers had pledged to restore previous cuts to the UW. President 

Cross stated that he was examining ways in which Evers plan could be supported and promoted to the 

Legislature. 



President Cross discussed the organizational structure of the UW-System and how it is affected by 

statutory language.   

President Cross acknowledged his belief in shared governance but stated he could not say how the System 

should engage with governance as an institution. 

Representative of District 111 expressed concern regarding rights to free speech on campuses and the 

punishment of the UW-La Crosse Chancellor and questioned if donor support was the lynchpin for 

determining the bounds of public discourse and debate. 

President Cross replied that the La Crosse example was no as much about freedom as speech as it may 

appear and is more about the process that was used. In addition he noted the concealment of the process 

was a failure to effectively involve stakeholders in that case.  

Representative of District 111 stated that the Board of Regents threated students with expulsion for 

speaking out at events. 

President Cross stated his disagreement with that characterization and noted that listener and speaker 

rights must be protected. President Cross went on to state that they way to oppose speakers is to invite 

counter speakers. 

Representative of District 111 described the response of System in such cases as ‘heavy-handed’ to 

problems that were ‘fake’. 

Representative of District 152 thanked the President for coming to the Congress and expressed concern 

for potential job loss in the merger of campuses. 

President Cross described the merger process as going extremely well and refuted the idea that saving 

money was the purpose behind such mergers and stated the goal is to keep facilities open. President Cross 

express his commitment to natural attrition, rather than elimination of jobs through consolidation. 

Representative of District 152 expressed concern in regard to cuts to the Liberal Arts at such campuses as 

Stevens Point. 

President Cross replied that it was not known if such trends in cuts would spread to other campus but 

thought they probably would not. President Cross noted that Liberal Arts are struggling nationwide in 

higher education but that he argues in favor of their value. 

Representative of District 167 thanked President Cross for appearing at Congress and stated that his 

constituents had asked him to inquire about the status of WISNET and HRS 

President Cross replied that he does not see any changes coming for WISNET and in regard to HRS he 

believes in time that it has to become more integrated. 

Representative of District 112 thanked the President for coming to Congress and asked if he viewed the 

UW-System more as a business enterprise or as a public enterprise. 

President Cross stated that polls show a devaluing of public higher education as well as the ongoing 

micromanagement by the Legislature in University affairs but stated that at its core the System is an 

educational enterprise and that he thought it was dangerous to measure everything economically.  



(applause heard in the hall) 

Vice Chancellor Heller recognized Mr. Terry Fritter for the purpose of taking feedback from Districts and 

taking suggestions for future Agenda items. 

Mr. Fritter noted that per a previous request, Ms. Lois Brooks would appear before the Congress. Mr. 

Fritter also noted that Congress would meet on the 4th Monday in January so as to observe the Martin 

Luther King, Jr. holiday on the 3rd Monday, which is in keeping with the Bylaws. 

At 4:05PM, Vice Chancellor Heller entertained a motion to adjourn. A motion was heard as was a second. 

All in Favor. MOTION CARRIED. 

 

Minutes prepared and submitted by: J. Lease / Secretary   


